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THE AGE OF THE STARS.* orbit shifts slowly frOID west to east, so as to describe an 11 thp. glaciers is so much the less in proportion as they 
entire circumference in twenty-one thousand years. In belong to a more recent epoch. . 
this interval the seasons undergo Illodifications that Upon the whole, the periodical return of great cu- H. 

invert the clilUate. When tbe perihelion passes to the I cUIupolar winters has for a starting poi�lt the cooling GENTLEMEN, it was the invention of the telescope 
winter sobtice, the long axis then coinciding with the o.f the earth and. sun, and depends besldes upon .the that gave the doctrine of evolution the basis illdispens
solstitial line, the total duration of the spring and sllllultaneous actIOn of )1alf a doz.en agents,. WbICh, able to cause it to leave tbe earth and enter the solar 
summer of the boreal hemisphere exceeds that of the nearly all of them vanable, 1lI0dlfy each tJlue the system. It was the use of telescopes that allowed 
autumn and winter by several days. The contrary 'oc- potency and extent of the glacial phenomen�. ?,he Herschel to apply it to the world of nebulre. It will now 
curs in tbe austral hemisphere, where the season� are t�lI'ee first, bO�'rowed from astronoll�y, are the mclma- be spectrum analysis that will take charge of the stars. 
the opposite of our own. Autun.m and w.inter cOJ�lbmed tlO� of .the aXlS of the P?le�, th� dlsplacer.n�nt of the In fact, the problem as to the stars is an extremely 
exceed the spring and SUUlmer JU duratlOn. Thls pro- I 

pel'lhehon, and the val'latlOns m eccentnclty of the difficult one. The stars are simple' brilliant points. 
longation of the cold season in the antarctic regions terrestrial orbit. The �hree last, drawn froll� mete.or- The most powerful telescopes show us still other stars 
which follows the variations in eccentricity of tbe ology, are the evaporatIOn of tbe seas, the onentatlOn beyond. And even tbe more perfect the telescope .is, 
earth's orbit, and is now nearly eigbt days, connected of llIonntain chains with respect to humid winds, and the sm aller the I?oint must be. This point i8 sUlTounded 
with the circumstance that the sum of the hours of the altitude of peaks. with luminous rmgs and is often affected by phenomena 
the nights (tbat is to say, of the cooling) is much These prernises laid down, let us endeavor to deter- of scintillation. 
greater than that of the bours of daily insol:;ttion, mi�e t�e geological epoch'at whi<:h the 'pa�ge o.f the The rings are due to the form of the luminous motion 
necessarily fa vors falls of snow and the formatIOn of penhehon to the summer solstICe comclded wlth a itself, and scintillation is due to our atmosphere. I n  
ice. cooling of the planet sufficientlYlllarked to bring upon all this there is nothing that regards the image itself 

An immense winding sheet of snow, capable at tbe the boreal hemisphere the first gr�at circumpol�r win' save to disfigu re it. The teleseClpe, therefore, is not an 
time of its maximum extension of reaching beyond the ter. It could not have been prevlOus to the pliocene, instrument for such research. We must select another 
40th parallel, covers the circulllpolar region.s of the be<;ause the rich fossil miocene �ora of Greenland and method--tbat in which we separate the elementary rays 
soutb, whicb tbus become tbe seat of a glaClai cycle. Spltzberge� a!1d of ot)1er arctIC lands <;lel�lOnstrates proceeding from the star studied. Instead of studying 
In measure as the perihelion, attendant upon the Uiat at thls tuue the Ice of the poles, If It already the light from the stand point of the images that it may 
motion of the great axis (of which it occupies one of existed, bad Iittle thickness and area. After the defi- glve us, we allalyze it, and the analvsb reveals to us the 
the extrelllities), approaches the vernal equinox, the nitive lifting of the principal chain of the Alps, Andes, chemical nature' of the body that sends thIOl light, and 
interval that exists between the cold and warm seasons, and Himalayas, that is to say, in the pliocE!ne period, even of those which, situated in the line of the rays, 
tending to disappear, the antarctic ice recedes t�)\vard I fa!:s of sno,� must have occ':lrred upon the sldes of the may modify them through absorption. 
the soutb pole, while that of the n()rth pole beg�ns to big-h sumllllts ; but the glaClers �hat resu�ted therefrom I need not, gentlemen, repeat the history of the dis
make its way toward temperate latitudes. Fmally, were local and, so to speak, aCCIdental, hke those that covery and first applications of spectrum analysis, it 
when the perihelion reaches the sUlllmer solstice, wh!ch w.e obs�rve in our.day on t.he counterparts of th� C.or- has been so often done that it is unnecessary to dweil 
it does ten thousand five hund red years after startJllg dillera m eq uatorlal Amel'lca. It �as at the begmnmg upon it. You still recall what a sensation was produced 
from the winter solstice. the climates are completely of tbe present era that the depressIOn of the tempel·a· on the public by the announcement that a chemical 
reversed. A great circumpolar winter prevails over ture was sufficiently pro.nounced upon the sur�ace. of analysis of the solar atmosphere had just been made, 
the boreal world while the austral regions see the the earth to allow tbe displacement of the penhehon and that the presence of most of our terrestrial metals 
ancient ""Iaciers di'sappearing or receding. They will to bring about a glacial epoch in the north of Europe, had been detected in it. You know bow such analysis 
not resume their former extension until after a new of America and of Asia. It was, in fact, at the lIloment so on extended to t.be stars and nebulre, and how science 
interval of ten thousand five hundred years, thus raising when the quaternary age was opening, that was depol'- was then capable, through testimony of sublime power, 
the periodical return of glacial action in each half of ited that formation characteristic of the glaciers-the of affil'luing the material unity of the universe. The 
the globe to twenty-one thousand years. diluvium, so called because it was at first attributed to material unity of the universe-what a cOllquest for 

A third fact·or modi fies this action in each case, the deluge mentioned in Genesis. It is only in recent science! what :� veillifted befOl'e philosophers, savants 
now by increasing and now by decreasing its intensity. years that its true nature hai! been recognized, and thinkers, and showing them a world open to their 
I speak of tbe variations that the eccentricity of the althougb Schimper, at tbe end of t!le last century, and labors and meditations! 
terrestrial orbit underg{)es under the disturbing influ- Charpentier, at the beginning of the present, an- �or our part, gentlemen, who are following the pro
ence of the planets. We know fr?m the cal<;ulati«?ns nounced �he glac!al.origin of the dilnvium of the 1\lps, gress of tbe idea of evolution in history, we must say 
of Laplace this element of celestlal lllechamcs, VIZ., where thls deposit �s well developed: The revelatlOns that the discovery of tbe clJemical unity of the uni verse 
that the distance that separates the' foci from the cen- of these two geologlst.s passed unnotlCed, so much were gives it the firmest base that it has ever receiyed. In 
tel' of tbe ellipse that the earth annually describes they in contradiction with the ideas of that time. fact, since the earth has been a globe of fire, since it 
around the sun alternately elongates and diminishes I 

Agassiz was met with the same indiffere!1ce in 1837, has already traversed a number of periods before reaeh
during thousands of centuries. The difference in when he announced to the congress of SWlSS natural- ing its present state, and all these phenomena lInd their 
length between the cold and warm seasons, increasing ists assembled at Neufchatel the exi�tence of an ancient cause in its cooling, what a deduction it is to admit 
or diminishing at the same time tbat such distance glacial epoch. All the meHl bers of the assembly that the sun, formed of the same elelIlents as the earth, 
does it follows that the glaciers in the first case will were consternated. Leopold De Buch, unable to must, too, surely undergo a like evolution and similar 
reach an extension that tbey will lose in the second. believe his ears, lifted his hands towarp. the heavens phases, although, on account of its greater bulk, with 
In studying the great period of the AI ps, we shall soon a.nd invok�d tbe mane� of . De Sau�sure. It was not greater slowness. 
see a striking example of this law. tlll 1840, after the pubhcatlOn of biS work upo.n the And now how could the stars, formed of Iike elements 

Meteorology, too, furnishes on its part factors in the glaciers of t�e Alps, that he attracted the attention of (varying only in their combinations), escape this great 
complex' problem of glacial epochs. The first, and a few geologlsts, among them Lyell. The latter, h �v- law? 
most important, is tbe evaporation of the seas. As has ing gone. to Switzerl�nd, verified for himself �ga�slz's Let us here add that Herscbel's conception that the 
been so judiciously observed by TyndalI, it is t�le observat�ons, recogmzed t,he correc.tness of hiS VI�WS, non-resolvable nebulre are fOl'med of cosmic matter, and 
vapors of the ocean, especially those of the equatorlal and rallied other. n:;tturahsts to hiS cause, espeCially not of stars whose distance prevents us from separatin€\" regions, that, driven by the win?, continuously feed �he t�ose of. Gre�t Bl'Itam, who. soon found traces of gla- is confirmed in a brilliant manner by the analysis maue 
neves of the circumpolar reglOns . Let evapOJ'atlon Cl al actlOn m the monntams of England and Scot- by Huggins, who states that they exhibit the charac-
cease, and immediately there will be no mo�e clouds, land. . . . . ters of incandescent gases. 
no more rain no more snow no more glaCiers. Tbe . To-day, the perlOdlClty of glaClaI epochs has taken a Jt is justifiable, t.hen, to use the word evolution when 
great falls of �ater that char:i,cterize the glacial epochs rank i� science., !'tnd it is to be presumed that it �as we speak of the stars. It is justifiable, too, tben, to 
are in nowise, as is sometimes stated, a temporary and found ItS defimtlve fOr!llUla. There!l0 longer remallll:lapply the wordageto them.this being only a conlSe-
local exaggeration of atmospheric precipit.ations. They anything but a few pomts to ?e eluCldated. quence of the first. 
exhibit themselves, on the contrary, as a permanent (To be contlnued.) Such, gentlemen, as a wbole, are tbe discoveries that 
geological phenomenon that can be followed from age have led to tbe introduction of tbe doctrine of evolu-
-to age from the first geological timet; to our day, and tion into astronoillical science. 
at the present hour we find it in the tr'opics, where it THE INTELLIGENCE OF FISH. Let us now examine upon what basis science rests in 
has lost nothing of its energy of yore. It is, in fact, order to get at the relative ages of the stars. It is 
the diluvian rains of the prlluary, secondary and ter- A GILLING net had been placed across the uu tlet of a througb a consideration of tlle spectrum furnished by 
tiary that have caused the formation of the layers of small tributary of Popihacka Creek. In this little these bodies that it proceedlS. 
sediment of the terrestrial rust. During the deposit spring brook several large pike had wandered in searcb We may, in a general way, admit that, wben a sun 
of the quaternary, they gave rise to the ancient gla- of minnows. Being disturbed, they rusbed with great is formed, and all things are equal, moreover, the bigh
ciers as well as to the vast watercourses of that impetuosity toward the net, and the foremost of them er the temperature of the star is, the more efficiently 
epoch, and they still continued under tbe Pharaobs, a� was at once securely entangled in its meshes. Straight- it will per form the functions of radiant stars, and the 
is proved by tbe Ililometer graven upon the rocks at way the others stopped as suddenly as they had started longer will be the period d uring which it will be able 
the cataract of Syene, and according to which the and, recognizing tbeir fellow in trouble, •. took in the to fulfill them. It is true that tbe constitution of these 
great freshets of the river exceeded by thirty feet the situation " at once. Eacb pike evidentl'y realized tbe celestial bodies is not yet sufficiently known to allow us 
level of those of to-day. In our day, these rains are true condition of affairs, and reasoned thus : That pike to distinguish with certainty the conditions that might 
seen following the apparent motion of the sun toward tried to go through this obstacle in the water, ?hance to disturb these simple and gen�ral d�ta. But 
the tropics continuously, and producing annual over- and is in trouble; It is necessary for me to avoid It is not weil to stop at onee at sueh dlfficultles. The 
flows of the rivers of the torrid zone. As the evapora- it by some other means. There were five of these age of the stars, tben, is connected with the tempera
Hon of the seas dilllinishes in the course of ages, as a fish that paused close to the net; and each acted, I ture of their subtance. Now, such t.emperature is shown 
consequence of the cooling of the sun and the earth's believe, as it thought best. One of them came to the by spectral characters. 
sUl'face, which permits the ocean to infilter into the surface, and, after a moment's pause, turned upon one In fact, gentlemen, that wonderful prisll1atic image 
earth's pOl'es and thus to limit the surface of evapora- side, and leaped over the cork line. Seeing the success that shows us the collection of rays that a �tar sends us 
tion, we have the right to conclude therefrolll that the of ihis effort on the part of one, a second did the same. separated, classified, and orc1illatec1, and in which we 
allcient glaciers reached greater dimensions than those A third came to the shore near where I stood, and, dis- now know how to read tbe chelllical composition, IIlO
of the present era. We shall soon see tbat this view is covering a narrow space between the brail and the net, tion, and so many other valuable data, instructs us be
confirll1ed by observation. passed very slo\vly through, as though feeling its sides as to its temperature. Were the body simply 

The orientation of mountain chains with respect to way, although the water was so shallow tha.t it� body heated without being rai�ed to incandescence, its spec
the winds that carry the ocean vapors is likewise a was fully one-third out of the water as It dld so. trum would notify us of that fact by the absence of 
capital element of glacial action. In fact, it is not The others were either more timid or less cunning. those rays that give ns the sensation of light. But as 
necessary to have recourse to great depressions of tem- They turned to go up stream; but being met soon as incandescence occurs, the luminous and photo
peratUl'e to explain tbe apparition of neves and ice. It by my companion, who was making a gre�t graphic rays exhibit themselves. 
only requires a lllountainous country placed under the noise by wbipping the water, they rushed agam When the incandeseence is still more pronoun!led, 
influence of cold and humid winds that bring on fre- toward tbe net, but cbecked their course wben tbe spectrum becollles richer on the violet side, which 
quent precipitations of snow. According to Cbarles their noses touched the fatal net. Prompt action was is always the index of a high teUiperature. Were the 
Martin, a diminution of 4° or 5° in the present thermic necessary. They had not confidence �n their leaping temperature to rise still further, the violet and the 
state of the Alps would bring back the ancient glaciers powers; and both, as though struck with the same r?-ys that follow it would become more abundant. 
of Switzerland. Tbe flora of the diluvian, Uloreover, thought at the same moment, san� suddenly to the bot- We may even conceive, by a sort of abstraction, of a 
indicates a rnoist and temperate climate. New Zealand tom of the streal!l, and �urrowe� mto th� sand and be- body raised to such a temperature that it would no 
offers us a striking example of the influence that tbe neath the lead lme, WhlCh was III full "y1ew. In a mo- .longer elllit anytbing but the rays situated beyond the 
orientation of mountain chains exerts upon precipita- ment they reappeared on the other slde of the net, violet (which the eye would no longer perceive), and 
tions of snow. According to Haast, a8 the western and were gone. I could havtil pre�-ented the. escape �f which would be revealed only by photography, fluor
slde of the island receives foul' times as much vapor as all these fish, but was so much mterested III �he eVI- escence or therllloscopic apparatus. Thus, in tbe in
the eastern, the glaciers descend there to 650 feet above dence of thought exhibited by them, that the Idea of creasing scale of temperatures, the body is at first 
the level of the ocean, amid a ricb tropical vegetation, molesting them did not occur to me. There was some- invisible then becomes visible and ceases again to be 
while on the east side where the plane is less steep, tbin� in the. manner of t�lese t;ish, too,. which is not so, thro�gb the very excess of �uch temperature. 
they generally stop at an altitude of 3,200 feet, and readlly descrlbed, but wh iCh glve an Importance to The spectrum faithfully translates all these states, 
rarely reach 2,500. The same phenomenon is reproduced those acts, on their part, that I have mentioned, and and permits us to read the most delicate circmnstances 
in a still more marked manner on tbe Himalayas. As which added materially to the strength of tbe evidence with wonderful fidelity. 
the side exposed to the south receives more vapor than that they were ,. thin��n�" in !ill that they did. . A star. then, whose spectrum is very rich in vi?let rays 
the opposite one, the snow descends much lower on it, After years of famlharlty wlth the many speCies of is one whose extern al envelopes at least are ralsed to a 
woile the difference in temperature between the two fish found in the Delawar� Riv�r. and its �ributarie�, I high temperature. There are a large number of l'uah 
sides might make it supposed that the contrary would find that they can only be mtelhglbly descnbed by usmg stars in the beavens. They are, as a general thing, the 
be the case. such terms as .. cunning," .. fear," .. grief," .. ingenu- ones whose ligbt appears to us white or bluish. Tue 

Finally, as a last factor in glacial action, let us men- ity," and •• anger;" and if tneir actions unquestionably most remarkable one is the magnificent star Sirins, 
ti on the altitude of mountains. The more elevated a indiclate tbe possession of such emotions and faculties which by the volume of light that it Ilends us, is with

. peak is, the more it favors the fall of snow, and conse- -and I claim that they do-then the g�eat �ulf, men- out a peer in the heavens. The size of this star is enor
quently the extension of glaciers. As the height of tioned by Mr. Romanes, betwe�n the I.ntelhgence of mous, and out of cOll1parison with th�t of our sun. 
mountains diminishes from century to century, under fish and that of .ants and beilS lS matel'Jally lessened; It is sUITounded with a vast atmosphere of hydroge�, 
the erosive action of meteorological agents, such as \ and future studles of the mucb·neglected subject of as is proved by itil spectrum. Without any doubt, !t 
lightning, frost, storms, and winds, which disintegrate l the habits of fish w�ll, I believe, ultimately sho� tl,lat contains the other metals, but the presence of these It 
tbe 8ummits an d carry the debris into the plain, it re- �al1Y fish are the mtellectual equals?f any eXIl!tmg 
sults that in every mountainous country the extent of msects.-Chas. C. Abbott, M.n., the SW'tss Cross. * Oontinued from SUFPLEMENT, No. 630. page 10057. 
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is diftJcult to ascertain, because uf the powerof radia
tion of its enormous atmosphere, whose efliuvia mask 
the other rays. Everything here indicates a sun in the 
full power of its activity, and one that will preserve 
such activity for an immense period of time. 

After Sirius, wh ich is the ornament of the heavens, 
and wh ich, according to the dicta of science, will en
dure for a long time, we find Wega of the constellation 
of Lyra as a star surrounded by a vast hydrogenated 
atmosphere. It is a white star that is often observed 
at the zenith of our heavens. It is agreed that the 
mass of this star is raised to a high temperature, and 
that it has be fore it a long period of activity and radia
tion. 

These t"Wo examples of stars in the full development 
of their solar activity are, perhaps, the most rernark
able, although not the only ones. In the lwavens, 
there is a large number of stars belonging tn this class. 
Let us even say that the largest number of stars visible 
to the naked eye are in this category. But, at the 
same time, another class of stars has been discov
ered in wh ich the characters of the sne('tra indicatfl 
a much more ad vanced stage of condensätion. Insteafl 
of vast atrnospheres of hydrogen, analysis shows a gase
ous, low, dense stratum formed of those metallic va
pors that we find in our own sun, for our central orb 
belongs to that cl ass of stars whose solar functions 
seem still powerful, but which nevertheless have got 
beyond what lUay be called youth, if the expression is 
allowable. What is remarkable is that the color of 
these stars is, as a general thing, in harmony with 
their constitution. They have not that brilliancy, 
that whiteness, that characterizes the stars of the first 
class. Some are of a yellow, and even of an orange 
color. 

As an example of those stars that have got beyond 
the most active period of their radiation, let us cite 
our sun, which no Ion ger belongs to the first class; then 
Aldebaran, or the Bul!'s Eye, which is on the sun'� 
ronte, and which shines in winter over the constella· 
tion of Orion; Arcturus, the beautiful star of Bootes, 
and which is situated in the prolongation of thc 
stars of the tail of the Great Bear, and the red fire of 
which reveals an al ready advanced evolution. 

B ut there are Iikewise stars that ha ve reached a stilI 
more advanced degree of sidereal evolution. Here, the 
spectrurn shows most decidedly the signs of a fatal 
cooling. Violet, that color of high temperatures, fails 
here almost absolutely. At the same time, dark bands, 
indices of a thick and cold atmosphere, in wh ich 
chernical affinities are already beginning their work of 
association, encroach upon the spectrum. It is a re
markable thing that the color of such stars answers, 
as a general thing, to conditions of decrepitude. It be
cOllles dark orange and often passes to dark red. The 
star that corresponds to the upper Iflft angle of the 
constellation of Orion is in this condition. 

Such, gentlemen, are the first results of a study 
which is only in its beginning. I have tried to present 
it in it� simplicity, and to remove the difficulties and 
objections that it lllay legitimately raise in applica
tions to such or such a particular case. I am persuaded 
that science will triumph over such difficulties, as it 
has triumphed over still greater ones, and that the 
general bases of the method will not be prejudiced by 
them. This method will lf>ad us to lay down definitely 
that great principle of evolution which is called upon 
to become one of the most fruitful of astronomical 
scienee. Born of the consideration of our terrestrial 
existences, it seemed that it was never to cross the 
horizon of our glohe; yet it has done so, and i8 now 
definitively taking p03session of the whole heavens. 

In fact, we have seen how, in the fir�t place, by rea
son of the analogies in constitution, form, and origin 
recognized between the earth and the planets, thanks 
to tbe wonderful instrument that, as it were, annuls 
distances, it became possible to extend the principle 
of the igneous origin of our glohe, and the successive 
revolutions that it has undergone, to all the members 
of the solar system; how a comparative study of those 
strange masses of nebular.matter situated at the most 
distant extrelllities of the visible heavens has permitted 
us to grasp the signs of successive transformations that 
make us spectators, in imagination, of the forllJation 
of suns and the genesis of worlds; how, finally, the 
speetral method, entering the Iists in turn, and attacke 
ing the problem by means entirely new, has permitted 
of a study of each of these suns in particular, and re
vealed to us the astonishing differences in their consti· 
tution, and the qualities and power of their radiation. 
Some are still in course of formation, and are exhibiting 
the characters oi an incandescence of the immense at· 
mospheres by which they are surrounded, others bave 
already got beyond the jJflriod of their greatest activity, 
others again exhibit the characters of a function that is 
becoming feeble and of a star that is approaching its 
deeline, and all, through the very diversity of tbe 
phases of their evolution and tbe length of time the 
lattflr requires, give us the measure of the immense 
periods that must have elapsed from tbe epoch at which 
the most ancient of tbese worlds had their origin up to 
the moment that it is given us to consider them. 

When the bases of sidereal evolution shall have been 
definitely laid down, science will have made one of its 
most astonishing Clonquests. Througb it, it will be 
given to lllan to go back through cosmic ages, and to 
read in tbe stars their past and future, as be has already 
measured their distances. obtained their weight, and 
analyzed their matter. Then a knowledge of tbe in
finite in time will be added to that of the infinite in 
space. 

It is thus tbat science is opening wider and wider to 
human intelligence the mysterious and dlvine book in 
wh ich is written tbe history of tbe universe. This, 
man will soon read page by page. He will be spectator 
of the births of these worlds, of the geneses of these 
suns, of these splendors, these wanings, and these 
gigantic cataclysms. He will rise higber stm, and will 
arrive at an understanding of those eternal la ws tbat 
preside at the mysterious alliance of matter, force, and 
mind in space and time. 

What spectacles for a soul enamored of the sublime; 
what ecstasy and what rapture! What a testimony to 
the grandeur and destiny of human intelligence, and, 
at the same time, what an invitation to a high moral 
dignity! Here is the true end of science. 

Its sole object is not to submit tbe forces of nature to 
US, and thereby increase our power and wen being; 
still less does it spring from vain curiosity 01' sterile 
pride. No, gentlemen, the thirst for knowledge which 

is consuming man, and which has cost him so many I Despite the efforts of so many men of genius (whose 
efforts, sacrifices, and martyrdoms fwen, since he began names have been preserved in history) to discover a 
to reflect upon ilature, has its origin in the mystery of method of fixing a knowledge of the time, the sun dial 
his intellectual and moral destiny. The secret and in- was not invented till the day on which the shadow of 
resistible instinct that carries us to science is not de- the gnomon was able to ]je upon the surface or wall 
ceptive. 'l'hrough the efforts that science demands, earrying the hours. One of the oldest of this sort of 
through the tastes that it develops, through the speeta- apparatus known eomes to us from Phenieia. It is in 
eIes that it offers HS, it fortifies the soul, enlarges it, the form of a hollow ellipsoid, with a horizontal style, 
elevates it, ravishes it, and transports it to regions and has been reconstrueted by the present learned 
whither nothing unworthy of it ean follow. lt is director of the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers at 
through this that it is of origin truly divine, and Paris, where it may be seen. 
that it merits all our sacrifiees, all our efforts, all our Sillee the time of Vitruvius (100 B. C.), and especially 
love.-Revue Scientijique. since the sixteflnth eentury of our era, the art of tracing 

SUN DIALS. 
WE have been asked several times by some of our 

readers to give them directions as to the construc"'ion 
of a sun dial. In complying with the request, we 
shall treat the subject historically, theoretically, and 
practically. 

History.-The need of fixing the division of time 

Fm. 1. -SUN DIAL OF THE SEVENTEE.NTH 
CEN'fURY. 

graphically must have been feIt from tbe beginning of 
tbe world. It is certain that the Egyptians found a 
way of doing it'in thf> apparent motion of thf> heavens. 
No sun dial, however, has been found in the antiqui
ties of Egypt, but it is supposed that the inhabitants 
of that country observed the length of the shadow of 
the obelisks that were scattered throughout the land, 
and that they calculated the hour from tbat. They 
likewise used clepsydras. We are certain that the sun 
dial was known in J udea, since Isaiah (750 B. C.) asserts 
that God set Achag's dial back. Diogenes Laertius 
attributes the invention of sun dials to Anaximander, 
and pliny gives the honor of it to Anaximenes of 
Miletus (600 B. C. ). Herodotus says tbat the Greeks 
received this invention from the Babylonians, and 
Plutarch asserts that tbe Egyptians measured the 
height of the pole with a tablet in the form of a tile, 
making a sharp angle with the plane of the level, 
whence we must conclude tbat the invention of tbe 
eqninoctial dia I belongs to them, beeause it is a natural 
consequence of tbe knowledge of the obliquity of the 
ecliptic. . 

The Romans did not know of the sun dial till tbe 
time of Cicero, Cresar, and Cato. Valerius Messala 
brought one from Catana. This was placed upon the 
rostrum, but it coulrl not have been accurate, as it was 
constructed for a latitude less by 4° 30' tban tbat of 
Rome. The Romans also made use of the gnomon, 
but this could have been no more correct than obe· 
Iisks, on account of tbe penumbra. Moreover, it conld 
indicate the hour approximately only at noon, the 
moment at which the shadow, being shortest, remains 
immovable for an instant. For this reason slaves were 
charged witb the duty of making this time known. 

To Eratosthenes is attributed the invention of a hol
low spbere 01' hemispbere called a skaphe, and pro
vided with a straiglit style in the centeI'. The plane 
in a line with the SUtI aud the style that was held ver-

Fm. 2.-POCKET SUN DIAL. 

tically intersected the concavity according to a semi
circle, whicb, receiving the projection of the shadow, 
marked on it tbe sun's height. From this description 
it wm be seen that this kind of a dial could not have 
bep-n of very great utility, and that the property of all 
gnomons resides in the simple process at present em
ployed for finding the meridian of any place, as we 
shaIl show fnrther along. 
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sun dials has been enriched with all the da ta of geome
try and ma thema tics. 

'fo-day, this branch of science -gnomonics-is estab
lished in theory upon an infallible basis. Thfl neglect 
of this valuable object for regulating watches could 
not be explained did we not know that up to the pre
sent the most serious obstacle to the use of it has been 
the difficulty of finding a system of simple manage
ment that will render the use of it convenient and corn
prehensible to all. 

Sun dials, more 01' less ornamented, have been com
structed in all times. In Fig. 1 is shown a curious dial 
of the seventeenth century. In Fig. 2 is shown a 
pocket apparatus got up by MI'. Rimbaud. It suffices 
to orient this little dial with the corupass with which it 
is provided to obtain the hour through the shadow of 

Fm. 3. -METHOD OF MAKING A SUN DIAL. 

the style, which latter, after the reading has been done, 
is made to enter a slot in the face. 

Sun dials can be consulted onlv for the latitude for 
whieh they have been constructed, and, as the hour is 
read in reverse order, according aswe are on one 01' the 
other hemisphere, it will be seen tbat in order to know 
the true bour exactly, by me ans of these instruments, 
we should have to have 180 of them. The same is not 
the case with the equinoctial dial, and especially witb 
the ulllversal solar clock recently invented by MI'. Rim
baud. 

Hereafter, we sb all give tbe tbeory of tbe sun dial of 
tbe equinoctial type, and in the meantime we shall 
make known tbe metbod of laying off simple mural 
and portable dials. 

Draw the line A B (Fig. 3), which will be the central 
line of the dia!. At A make tbe angle, B A R, equal to 
the latitudf> of tbe place, and prolong A R indefinitely. 
From any point, S, selected upon AR, draw S E at 
right angles with A R, and at E draw G E H at right 
angles with A B. On A B make E C = .E S, and from 
the point, C, as a centerdescribe tbe quarter circle, E F, 
wbich divide into ares of 15°, in starting from the point 
E. Throllgh tbe points of division draw the radii Ca, 
Cb, Ce, etc. , and lay off the distances Ea, Eb, Re, etc., 
toward G at Ea', Eb', Ec', etc. From the point A 
draw tbe Iines Aa, Ab, Ac, etc., Aa', Ab', Ac', etc. , 
wh ich will be the lines of tbe hours, and inclose the 
whole in a circle or a square. 

The line of 6 o'clock is tbe perpendicular raised upon 
A B at A. The hours before 6 in the morning and af. 

Fm. 4.-UNIVERSAL SUN DIAL. 

ter 6 in thfl afternoon are given by the prolongation of 
the Iines Vb and VIIb beyond A. 

The dial is to be placed upon a horizontal surface, 
and so oriented that the point, A, is directed toward the 
south. As fOI' the style, that is given by raising in the 
vertical plane, A B, the triangle, E A S, the upperside, 
A R, of which may be prolonged to the extent desired. 

If the half and quarter hours are desired, it will be 
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